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We take a cross-layer optimization approach to study energy eﬃcient data transport in coalition-based wireless sensor networks,
where neighboring nodes are organized into groups to form coalitions and sensor nodes within one coalition carry out cooperative communications. In particular, we investigate two network models: (1) many-to-one sensor networks where data from one
coalition are transmitted to the sink directly, and (2) multihop sensor networks where data are transported by intermediate nodes
to reach the sink. For the many-to-one network model, we propose three schemes for data transmission from a coalition to the
sink. In scheme 1, one node in the coalition is selected randomly to transmit the data; in scheme 2, the node with the best channel
condition in the coalition transmits the data; and in scheme 3, all the nodes in the coalition transmit in a cooperative manner. Next,
we investigate energy balancing with cooperative data transport in multihop sensor networks. Built on the above coalition-aided
data transmission schemes, the optimal coalition planning is then carried out in multihop networks, in the sense that unequal
coalition sizes are applied to minimize the diﬀerence of energy consumption among sensor nodes. Numerical analysis reveals that
energy eﬃciency can be improved significantly by the coalition-aided transmission schemes, and that energy balancing across the
sensor nodes can be achieved with the proposed coalition structures.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks have received much attention in
recent years because of their great potential in many application domains, including environmental monitoring, target tracking, security, or system control (see [1] and the
references therein). Depending on the specific applications,
diﬀerent wireless sensor networks have diﬀerent traﬃc patterns. For example, sensors deployed for intrusion detection may only need to send very basic signal to the control center, while sensors monitoring enemy movements may
need to send multimedia signals. With the increase of storage space and computing power of sensors, wireless multimedia sensor networks emerge as a very promising technology. One important example of multimedia sensor networks is a surveillance system with video cameras, which
has great potential for environmental monitoring, patient
care, or security. On the other hand, the multimedia data
generated in such settings have a variety of diﬀerent quality

of service (QoS) requirements such as stringent delay constraints for high data rate video services. Supporting multimedia applications and services puts forth great challenges
on the design of wireless sensor networks to meet these QoS
demands.
In wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes are often powered by batteries with limited energy. It is diﬃcult, if not impossible, to replace or recharge the batteries in many practical
scenarios. As a result, improving energy eﬃciency is of great
importance for the design of wireless sensor networks. For
sensor networks supporting multimedia applications, the energy issue becomes even more critical because of possibly
larger traﬃc demand. Thus motivated, in this paper we study
two fundamental aspects impacting the network lifetime: energy saving for data transport and energy balancing across sensor nodes. Simply put, energy saving is concerned with the
total energy consumption for transporting data to the sink,
and energy balancing is concerned with the diﬀerence of energy consumption among sensor nodes.
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Figure 1: A many-to-one sensor network.

Figure 2: A multihop sensor network.

The clustering approach has proved to be one of the most
eﬀective mechanisms to improve energy eﬃciency in wireless
sensor networks (see, e.g., [2–7]). In a cluster-based sensor
network, sensor nodes are organized into groups, each with
a cluster head. Traditionally, sensor nodes in a cluster send
their data to the corresponding cluster head, and the cluster head forwards the data to the neighboring cluster along
the route or to the sink directly. Building on the clusterbased model, we propose a coalition-aided network structure, where sensor nodes within one coalition can carry out
cooperative data transmissions. This structure is motivated
by the two key features of wireless sensor networks: node
cooperation and data correlation, which diﬀerentiate wireless sensor networks from conventional wireless networks.
In particular, the coalition head (CH) carries out data aggregation and coordinates the sensor nodes within the coalition, but not necessarily transmits the data itself. We use the
term coalition instead of cluster to emphasize the cooperation
among sensor nodes in a coalition, whereas in a traditional
cluster the cluster head performs the bulk of the communication tasks.
We consider two network models in our work, that is,
a many-to-one network model and a multihop network
model. In a many-to-one network, data from one coalition
are transmitted to the sink in one hop (see Figure 1). We propose three schemes for data transmission from each coalition to the sink. In scheme 1, one node in the coalition is
selected randomly by the CH to transmit the data, implying that the energy consumption is balanced across the sensor nodes within the coalition. In scheme 2, the sensor node
with the best channel condition transmits the data, yielding
multiuser diversity gain. In scheme 3, all the sensor nodes
within the coalition transmit as a virtual antenna array, so
that cooperative diversity gain could be achieved. For the
sake of fair comparison, we also take into account the energy consumption for intracoalition communications and
channel contention. Our results show that significant energy
saving can be achieved by the coalition-aided transmission
schemes, and as expected, scheme 3 achieves the best performance.

In some practical scenarios, some sensor nodes may not
be capable of communicating directly with the sink (e.g., due
to limited power), and the data need to be relayed by intermediate nodes to reach the sink. Building on the studies for
the single-hop networks, we investigate coalition-based multihop networks, where one coalition sends the data to another along the route until the sink is reached, as illustrated
in Figure 2. Besides using coalition-aided data transmission
schemes to balance the energy consumption across the sensors within one coalition, we investigate optimal coalition
planning, using unequal coalition sizes, to balance the energy consumption across diﬀerent coalitions. Based on the
energy consumption model for intracoalition and intercoalition communications, we treat energy balancing as an optimization problem that is targeted at minimizing the diﬀerence of energy consumption among the sensor nodes. To the
best of our knowledge, our study is the first work addressing both intracoalition and intercoalition energy balancing
issues in wireless sensor networks. In particular, we investigate two types of multihop network models with diﬀerent
traﬃc patterns. In a Type I network, only part of the sensor nodes have data to transmit and others serve as relays;
and in a Type II network, all sensor nodes have data to transmit. Numerical examples and simulations show that energy
balancing across the sensor nodes can be achieved with the
proposed coalition structures.
Many methods have been developed to improve energy
eﬃciency at individual protocol layers (see, e.g., [3, 8–11]
and the references therein). Since energy consumption takes
place in all layers, the methods considering layers separately
leave much room for improving energy eﬃciency further
from a cross-layer point of view. In particular, we explore
the interplay between physical layer, MAC layer, and coalition planning at the routing layer. The formation of coalitions facilitates data aggregation and mitigates channel contention; and the MAC layer transmissions exploit the physical
layer channel conditions. For instance, in the scheme with
multiuser diversity, the channel state information is used to
choose the node with the best channel condition within one
coalition for data transmission. In a multihop network, the
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data transmission schemes serve as the basis for the optimal
coalition planning, which helps to achieve energy balancing
across the sensor nodes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we give a brief review of the related work. Section 3
analyzes the energy eﬃciency of the coalition-aided data
transmission schemes in many-to-one sensor networks. In
Section 4, the optimal coalition planning with unequal coalition sizes is investigated for multihop sensor networks. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
2.

RELATED WORK

Energy eﬃciency of wireless sensor networks has received
much attention in recent years. In particular, hierarchical
protocols, in which sensor nodes are organized into clusters,
have been studied extensively (see, e.g., [2–7]). In [3], the
authors proposed the LEACH (low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy) protocol, in which a cluster head aggregates
data from sensor nodes within the cluster and send the aggregated data directly to the sink. Furthermore, cluster head
rotation scheme was proposed such that the role of cluster
head is dynamically rotated among sensor nodes. It is shown
that LEACH can improve the energy eﬃciency, at the cost
of extra overhead due to dynamic clustering. As an enhancement of LEACH, Younis and Fahmy [7] proposed HEED (hybrid energy-eﬃcient distributed clustering), where the cluster head selection is carried out periodically according to a
hybrid of the node residual energy and a secondary parameter such as node proximity to its neighbors or node degree,
with the assumption that multiple power levels are available
at sensor nodes. It is shown that HEED prolongs network
lifetime and achieves a well-distributed set of clusters. Note
that in both of the protocols mentioned above, an energy
consumption model is assumed such that a fixed amount of
energy is needed to transmit one information bit, given the
transmit distance. This model does not take into account the
time varying channel condition, which can be exploited to
adapt the data rate. For instance, given transmission power,
if the channel condition is better, the data rate could be larger,
and more information bits could be transmitted with certain
energy.
Cooperative communication has also been studied in recent years (see, e.g., [12–14]). A survey about cooperative
communication can be found in [14], where three cooperative methods, namely detect and forward, amplify and forward, and coded cooperation, are presented. Simply put, distributed sensor nodes can “share” their antennas in a cooperative manner to form a virtual antenna array. In this way,
some benefits of MIMO (multiple input multiple output)
systems can be achieved. In [12], the authors proposed cooperative MIMO in sensor networks. In their scheme, each
node fist broadcasts its data to other local nodes and then
the nodes encode the transmission sequence according to the
Alamouti diversity scheme [15]. They assume that each node
has its own data to transmit and the data correlation property of sensor networks is not exploited. It is shown that both
energy saving and delay reduction can be achieved.

3
There have been a number of studies on energy balancing
in wireless sensor networks (see, e.g., [3, 16–24]). In [19], the
authors proposed and analyzed four strategies that are used
to balance the energy consumption of the nodes, including
distance variation, balanced data compression, routing, and
equalization of the end-to-end reliability. For cluster-based
sensor networks, most of the existing studies focus on energy balancing across CHs, assuming that CHs take the full
responsibility to forward the data. In [22], the authors proposed the routing-aware optimal cluster planning to achieve
the balanced power consumption. The diﬀerence of energy
consumption among cluster heads is minimized with respect
to the clustering profile. Their analytical solutions and simulation results show that energy balancing across the CHs
can be improved. In [21], the authors proposed a clustering
scheme which takes into account the distances between the
sensor nodes and the sink. Accordingly, the clusters close to
the base station have smaller sizes than those farther away
from the base station. In [23], the authors considered a heterogeneous network where some powerful nodes take on the
cluster head role to control network operation, and an unequal clustering approach was proposed to balance the energy consumption of CHs in multihop wireless sensor networks.
3.

3.1.

MANY-TO-ONE SENSOR NETWORKS:
COALITION-AIDED DATA TRANSPORT
System model

Following [25, 26], we consider a one-dimensional network
model which consists of N sensor nodes and one sink, and
the N sensors are randomly placed on a line of length L
(see Figure 1). Based on the positions of sensor nodes, local neighboring nodes form coalitions. Let M be the number
number of sensor nodes in the ith
of coalitions and ni the 
coalition. Then we have M
i=1 ni = N.
As is standard in [3], we assume that the distances between the sensor nodes and the sink are much larger than
those among sensor nodes, and accordingly, we treat the distances between the sensor nodes and the sink as more or less
the same (denoted as d). We assume that all the intracoalition
communication channels can be modeled as AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) channels, and this is applicable to
scenarios where there exists strong line of sight (LOS) between neighboring sensor nodes in a densely deployed wireless sensor network. In contrast, we assume the communications between the sensor nodes and the sink undergo
Rayleigh fading. We assume that the sink does the network
training by broadcasting pilot signals periodically, so that the
sensor nodes can estimate the corresponding fading channel
gain. We also assume that the channels from diﬀerent sensor
nodes to the sink are independent.
We assume a homogeneous random field, and denote by
H0 the information entropy of each sensor node. In the ith
coalition, we define the joint entropy of the ni sensor nodes as
Hi . Note that the number of information bits from diﬀerent
coalitions may be diﬀerent.
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Figure 3: CSMA-based random access.

3.2. Coalition-aided data transmission
We assume TDMA (time division multiple access) scheduling for the intracoalition communications, which take place
as follows:
(i) the sensor nodes send their data to the CH in their time
slots;
(ii) the CH carries out data aggregation;
(iii) the CH broadcasts the aggregated data back to the sensor nodes.
We note that some overhead may be incurred by broadcasting the data back to sensor nodes. However, since this broadcast occurs only over a short distance within a coalition,
the overhead is negligible. We elaborate further on this in
Section 3.3 where the energy consumption is analyzed.
We assume that the intracoalition communications of
diﬀerent coalitions do not interfere each other. For instance,
as proposed in [3], if a unique CDMA (code division multiple access) code is used by sensor nodes within each coalition, then the neighboring coalitions’ radio signals would be
filtered out and not corrupt the communication in the coalition.
For the data transmissions from the coalitions to the sink,
the CHs compete for the channel on behalf of the coalitions. We assume that CSMA (carrier sensing multiple access) based random access scheme is used to reserve the channel, as illustrated in Figure 3. Let the CHs probe the channel
in a minislot with probability p. If the pilot packet from one
CH is transmitted successfully, then an ACK signal is sent
out by the sink and the channel is reserved for the coalition.
We assume that the ACK signal can be received by all the sensors within the coalition, so that the data transmission can be
triggered in the subsequent time slot. If collisions occur, the
CHs would probe the channel again in the next contention
minislot.
We study three schemes for data transmissions from the
coalition with reservation to the sink. In scheme 1, one of the
sensor nodes is selected randomly by the CH to transmit the
data. In this scheme, the CH does not have the channel status
information between the sensor nodes and the sink, but just
aims to balance the energy consumption across the sensors
within the coalition. In scheme 2, the sensor node with the
best channel condition in the coalition transmits the data. To
achieve the multiuser diversity gain, the sensor nodes need
to send their channel status information (between the sensor nodes and the sink) to the CH in their time slots, (which
can be simply inserted in the header of the data packets,) so
that CH can choose the one with the best channel gain to
send the data. In scheme 3, all the sensor nodes within the

coalition transmit in a cooperative manner to form a virtual
antenna array. In this scheme, the CH also needs the channel
conditions between sensor nodes and the sink to apply the
transmitter beamforming across the sensor nodes [27, 28].
We illustrate these three schemes by the following example.
Example 1. As illustrated in Figure 4, there are three sensor
nodes in the coalition. The channel gains in a given time slot
are assumed to be g1 < g2 < g3 . The solid line indicates the
data transmission from the corresponding sensor node. In
scheme 1, node A is chosen “unfortunately” although it has
the worst channel condition. In scheme 2, node B is chosen
because it has the best channel gain g3 . All three sensor nodes
transmit the data to the sink in scheme 3.
We observe that there are benefits from at least three perspectives in a coalition-based sensor network. First, data aggregation can be carried out for the data from sensor nodes
within one coalition since the data collected by neighboring
nodes are typically correlated. That is, the amount of total information to be transmitted to the sink is less than that in the
noncoalition case. Second, after the formation of a coalition,
the coalition behaves as one metanode to communicate with
the sink, and as a result, the channel contention is reduced
significantly. Third, the sensor nodes within one coalition
could transmit the data to the sink in a cooperative manner
such that cooperative diversity gain can be achieved [14].
Needless to say, intracoalition communications are
needed to carry out coalition-aided data transmissions.
Specifically, channel conditions of nodes within one coalition are needed for the multiuser diversity scheme and the
cooperative diversity scheme, which would incur additional
message passing. Then, a natural question to ask is how much
net gain the coalition-aided data transmission schemes yield,
and that is the main subject of this section. In the following, we analyze the energy consumption of the proposed data
transmission schemes, and compare them with the noncoalition case and the traditional cluster scheme where the CHs
take the responsibility to transmit the data to the sink.
3.3.

Energy consumption analysis

In what follows, we analyze the energy consumption corresponding to three parts, namely the intracoalition communications, the channel contention, and the data transmissions
from coalitions to the sink.
3.3.1. Intracoalition communications
We first examine the cost of intracoalition communications.
Recall that we assume an AWGN channel model and the
TDMA mechanism for intracoalition communications. Each
node transmits with fixed power Pt . In the ith coalition, the
ni − 1 sensor nodes send their information of H0 bits to the
CH and the CH broadcasts back the Hi bits to the sensor
nodes. As a result, the intracoalition communications involve
totally ni transmissions. Let R0 be the data rate between sensor nodes and the CH.
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Figure 4: Data transmission schemes from a coalition to the sink.

The energy consumption for the intra-coalition communications is the sum of those from all the coalitions:
Eintra = Pt


M 

ni − 1 H0 + Hi

R0

i=1

.

Etrad intra = Pt

R0

i=1

.

(2)

3.3.2. Channel contention among coalitions
For the data transmissions from coalitions to the sink, CSMA
is used to reserve the channel. In the coalition case, the CHs
contend for the channel on behalf of the coalitions, whereas
in the noncoalition case all sensor nodes with data contend
for the channel. We assume that each node knows the number of contending nodes (m) and contends the channel with
the optimal probability p = 1/m. The probability that one
contending node wins the channel is psucc = (1 − 1/m)m−1 .
Since the number of slots needed until the successful reservation is a geometric random variable, the average total number of contending slots for the coalition case (M coalitions)
is given by
S=

M

i=1



1
1 − 1/(M − i + 1)

M −i .

(3)

M

i=1



1

1 − 1/(M − i + 1)

M −i .

(4)

N

i=1



1

1 − 1/(N − i + 1)

N −i .

(5)

3.3.3. Data transmissions from one coalition to the sink:
the fixed transmission power case
In this subsection, we examine the energy consumption for
data transmissions from a coalition with reservation to the
sink. We consider two popular transmission power allocation
schemes, namely the fixed transmission power scheme and
the channel inversion scheme. For the sake of fair comparison, we assume that, in the fixed transmission power case, the
total transmission power from the coalition is fixed for all the
data transmission schemes; and that the total received power
from the coalition is a constant in the channel inversion case.
With fixed transmission power, the transmission data
rate changes with the channel gain. We use Shannon capacity to approximate the transmission data rate. Let Pt be
the transmission power and ρ the average received SNR in a
corresponding SISO (single input single output) fading link
[28]. We assume Rayleigh fading with unit average channel
gain, that is, E[g] = 1 where g is exponentially distributed.
In scheme 1, one node in a coalition is chosen randomly to
transmit the data. The average transmission data rate from
the sensor node to the sink is given by


E W log(1 + ρg)
=

Assuming that the time length of the contention minislot
is τ, we have the energy consumption for channel contention
in the coalition case:
Econt = τPt

E  cont = τPt

(1)

Note that in traditional cluster-based sensor network, the
CHs transmit the data to the sink, without sending data back
to the sensors. So the intracluster energy consumption for
traditional cluster-based sensor network is given by

M 

ni − 1 H0

Similarly, the energy consumption for channel contention in
the noncoalition case is given by

∞
0



W log(1 + ρg)e−g dg = −

W 1/ρ
1
,
e Ei −
ln 2
ρ
(6)

where Ei (·) is the exponential integral function defined as
∞
Ei (x) = − −x (e−t /t)dt [29]. Then the energy consumption
for data transmission from the coalition to the sink is given
by
Etosink = Pt

M


Hi

.
E
W
log(1
+ ρg)
i=1

(7)
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Note that for traditional cluster scheme, the energy consumption for data transmission from a CH to the sink is the
same as above.
In scheme 2, the node with the best channel condition
within the coalition is chosen to transmit the data. Denote
by gmi = max{gi1 , gi2 , . . . , gini } the best channel gain in the
ith coalition, where gi j is the channel gain of the jth node in
the ith coalition. The expected value of data rate is given by
[30]




E W log 1 + ρgmi
=

∞
0









W log 1 + ρgmi ni e−gmi 1 − e−gmi

ni −1

dgmi .

(8)

This integration can be evaluated by numerical methods. The
average energy consumption of scheme 2 is given by
Etosink = Pt

M


Hi


 .
E
W
log
1 + ρgmi
i=1

(9)

The cooperative transmission technique is employed in
scheme 3. More specifically, all the sensor nodes within a
coalition transmit in a cooperative manner to form a virtual
antenna array, that is, transmitter beamforming is applied
across the sensor nodes such that the signal received
at the
sink can be combined coherently [27, 28]. Let gci = nj =i 1 gi j
denote the sum of channel gains in the ith coalition. Then,
the average data rate for cooperative diversity techniques can
be derived as [30]




E W log 1 + ρgci
=

∞
0

NH0
,
E  = E  cont + Pt 
E W log(1 + ρg)

3.3.4. Data transmissions from one coalition to the sink:
the channel inversion case
With channel inversion, the transmitter adjusts the transmission power with the channel gain, that is, Pt = P/g, such that
the received power at the sink is a constant (P). Accordingly,
the data rate R is also a constant and the time needed for
data transmission is the same for all the coalition-aided data
transmission schemes. We consider the energy consumption
for the three data transmission schemes in the following.
In scheme 1, one node in the coalition is selected randomly to transmit the data. We assume that the sensor node
does not transmit if the channel gain is below a threshold gth .
Then, the average energy consumption is given by
Etosink = E

M


Hi


 .
= Pt
E W log 1 + ρgci
i=1

E = Eintra + Econt + Etosink ,

∞
gth



P −g
e dg = −Ei − gth P.
g

M


where Etrad intra , Etrad cont , and Etrad tosink are given by (2), (4),
and (7), respectively.

P Hi
,
gmi R

E

i=1

(16)

(17)

where the average transmission power in the ith coalition is
given by [29]
E

P
=
gmi

∞
0


n −1
P
ni e−gmi 1 − e−gmi i dgmi
gmi

= Pni (−1)

(12)

(13)

(15)

In scheme 2, the average energy consumption with multiuser diversity is given by

(11)

where Etosink for scheme 1 to 3 is given by (7), (9), and (11),
respectively.
For comparison, we also derive the performance of traditional cluster scheme and the non-coalition case with fixed
transmission power. For the traditional cluster scheme, the
energy consumption is given by
Etrad = Etrad intra + Etrad cont + Etrad tosink ,

P
=
g

E

Etosink =

Combining the energy consumption for intra-coalition
communications, the channel contention, and the data
transmissions from coalitions to the sink, we have the total
energy consumption of the three schemes:

M
P  Hi
,
g i=1 R

where the average transmission power E[P/g] is given by [29]

(10)

and it can be evaluated numerically. We obtain the average
energy consumption of scheme 3 as

(14)

where E  cont is the energy consumption for channel contention given by (5).





1
 gci ni −1 e−gci dgci
W log 1 + ρgci 
ni − 1 !

Etosink

For the non-coalition case, the energy consumption
comes from the channel contention and the data transmission from the sensors to the sink. Then the average total energy consumption of the non-coalition case is given by

ni

n
i −1



(−1)

k

k=0





ni − 1
ln ni − k .
k

(18)

In scheme 3, the average energy consumption with cooperative diversity is given by
Etosink =

M

i=1

E

P Hi
,
gci R

(19)

where the average transmission power in the ith coalition is
given by [29]
E

P
=
gci

∞
0

P
1
P

 gci ni −1 e−gci dgci =
.
gci ni − 1 !
ni − 1

(20)
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Table 1: Numerical parameters.
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Frequency bandwidth (Hz)
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Then we can get the total energy consumption with channel
inversion by combining the energy consumption for intracoalition communications, the channel contention and the
data transmissions from coalitions to the sink.
We also consider the performance of the tradition cluster
scheme and the non-coalition case for comparison. For the
traditional cluster scheme with channel inversion, the energy
consumption is the same as in (13) except that Etrad tosink is
given by (15) here. For the non-coalition case, the average
energy consumption of the non-coalition case is given by
E = E

P NH0
+ E  cont ,
g
R

(21)

where E[P/g] is shown in (16) and E  cont is given by (5).
3.4. Numerical examples
In this section, we illustrate our findings via examples. We
consider a one-dimensional network where sensors are uniformly deployed. Each coalition comprises of two sensor
nodes. For a transmitter-receiver separation d, the average
received power is given by Pr (d) = Pr (d0 )(d0 /d)α , where α
is the path loss factor and Pr (d0 ) = (Pt Gt Gr λ2 )/(4π)2 d0 2 is
the received power at the close-in distance d0 , with d0 normalized to 1 meter [30]. The Shannon capacity is used to approximate the data rate. The parameters for our numerical
examples are summarized in Table 1.
A simple empirical model is used to model the joint entropy of two sources as a function of their distance r: H  (r) =
H0 + [1 − 1/(r/c + 1)]H0 , where c is a constant that characterizes the extent of spatial correlation in the data [31]. Assuming the correlation constant c = r, we have the joint entropy
of a coalition Hi = 1.5H0 .
We define the energy saving gain as the ratio of saved energy for each transmission scheme against the energy consumption of the non-coalition case: η(E)  (E  − E )/E  .
The energy consumption with fixed transmission power are
shown in Figure 5. (For the channel inversion scheme, nu-

Noncoalition
Random selection
Tradition clustering

Multiuser
Cooperative diversity

Figure 5: Energy consumption over fading channels.

merical examples can be achieved similarly.) From the results it can be seen that the coalition-aided data transmission schemes have better performance than the non-coalition
case. Comparing with scheme 1 (random selection), the traditional cluster scheme has almost the same performance,
because of the dominating energy consumption for data
transmissions from coalitions to the sink. We can also see that
scheme 2 and scheme 3 outperform scheme 1, and scheme 3
has the best performance. For example, when the distance
between sensor nodes and the sink is 100 meters, the energy saving gain for the three data transmission schemes are
29.74%, 49.47%, and 58.84%, respectively. Note that some
overhead is incurred by schemes 2 and 3 since channel status of each node should be maintained and updated from
time to time. Moreover, since all the sensor nodes within a
coalition transmit in scheme 3, the overhead of circuit energy consumption may become an issue which we ignore in
this study.
4.

MULTIHOP SENSOR NETWORKS:
OPTIMAL COALITION PLANNING AND
ENERGY BALANCING

In this section, we focus on energy balancing in multihop
sensor networks. In a multihop network, the sensor nodes
close to the sink are called in the “hot-spot,” in the sense
that more traﬃc is forwarded by these nodes to the sink.
Sensor nodes in the hot-spot may deplete their energy faster
than other sensors. As a result, the network may not function properly after some nodes die, because of either network
partition or insuﬃcient field covering. Motivated by this observation, we investigate the optimal coalition planning to
balance the energy consumption among the sensor nodes in
the network.
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Figure 6: A coalition-based multihop network.

4.1. System model
4.1.1. Network model
Following [22], we consider a homogeneous circular network
where the sink is located at the center and the sensors are uniformly deployed in the area A: {(x, y) | d0 2 ≤ x2 + y 2 ≤ D2 }
with node density δ, as illustrated in Figure 6. In light of the
symmetric property of this network, we assume that the sensor nodes are divided into K rings, and the ith ring denotes
the sensors in the area {(x, y) | di−1 2 < x2 + y 2 ≤ di 2 },
i = 1, . . . , K, where di is the distance between the outer
boundary of the ith ring and the sink and dK = D. The sensor nodes of each ring are grouped into multiple coalitions
and the area covered by a coalition is represented by a sector
within the ring. In [22], a cluster is approximated by a small
circle to facilitate analysis. In this study, based on the shape
of a coalition, we approximate it as a square with side length
li = di − di−1 , which we believe is more accurate than the circle approximation. (Indeed, as indicated by the simulation
results in Section 4.3, the approximation has a negligible impact on network performance.) We also assume that each CH
is located at the center of its coalition.
We assume AWGN channels for intracoalition communications and Rayleigh fading channels for intercoalition communications, respectively. The intra-coalition communications take place the same way as proposed in Section 3.2, except that in the Type I model the sensor nodes do not transmit data to the CH. For the intercoalition communications,
data from a coalition in the ith ring is sent to the closest CH
in the (i − 1)th ring until the sink is reached. Coalition-aided
data transmission schemes can be employed for each hop.
4.1.2. Traffic model
Depending on the specific applications, diﬀerent wireless
sensor networks have diﬀerent traﬃc patterns. Roughly
speaking, sensor networks can be classified into four categories [32, 33]: continuous, event-driven, query-driven,

and hybrid. In the continuous delivery model, each sensor
sends out data periodically. In the event-driven data delivery model, the sensors report information only if an event of
interest occurs. In the query-based model, the sensors only
report their results in response to an explicit request from
the sink. Some networks apply a hybrid model using a combination of these models.
The aforementioned traﬃc patterns can be categorized
into two types of traﬃc models:
(i) Type I: only part of the sensor nodes have data to transmit and other sensors serve as relays;
(ii) Type II: all sensor nodes in the area have data to transmit.
These two models represent diﬀerent traﬃc patterns.
Type I provides a good model for the event-driven (e.g., for
intrusion detection) and query-based wireless sensor networks; and Type II corresponds to the periodical data transmission model (e.g., for field monitoring).
4.1.3. Energy consumption model
In this subsection we examine the transmit energy required
for reliable data transmission. We consider intra-coalition
communications first. Let ei intra denote the transmit energy
per bit and xi the communication distance in a coalition of
the ith ring. Then, the received energy per bit is given by
ei intra /xiα , where α is the path loss factor for intra-coalition
communications. To ensure reliable reception, the received
energy per bit should be no less than the threshold γintra . So
the required transmit energy per bit for intra-coalition communications is given by
ei intra = γintra xiα .

(22)

Next we turn to model the energy consumption for intercoalition communications. Let ei inter denote the transmit energy per bit and yi the communication distance. The received
β
energy per bit is given by ei inter ξ/ yi , where ξ is the Rayleigh
fading gain seen by the sink and β is the path loss factor for
inter-coalition communications. For reliable reception, it is
assumed that the expected value of received energy per bit
should be no less than a predefined threshold γinter , that is,
β
E[ei inter ξ/ yi ] ≥ γinter , where the expectation is taken with
respect to the channel variation seen by the receiver (γinter
and γintra could but not necessarily be the same). Let ni denote the number of sensor nodes in the coalition. For scheme
1, one sensor node is selected randomly to transmit the data.
Assuming normalized channel fading, that is, E[ξ (1) ] = 1, we
have
β

ei(1)inter = γinter yi .

(23)

For scheme 2, since the node with the best channel
gain is

chosen, the average channel gain is E[ξ (2) ] = nj =i 1 1/ j [30].
Thus the required transmit energy per bit is given by
β

γinter y
ei(2)inter = ni i .
j =1 1/ j

(24)
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For scheme 3, the received signal can be added coherently, so
the average channel gain is given by E[ξ (3) ] = ni [30]. Then
the required transmit energy per bit is given by

Substituting yi into (23), (24), and (25), we get the required transmit energy per bit of the three proposed schemes
for inter-coalition communications. Then, the energy consumption for the inter-coalition communications is given by

β

ei(3)inter =

γinter yi
.
ni



Ei = Ei intra + Ei inter

4.2.1. The Type I network model
In the Type I model, the data (H) need to be forwarded to
the sink through K rings of coalitions. Due to the symmetry of the rings and the uniform distribution of sensors, the
H information bits are evenly distributed throughout all the
coalitions in the ith ring. Since the number of coalitions in
the ith ring is


π di + di−1
,
Ni ≈
di − di−1

(26)

the average amount of information bits received by a CH in
the ith ring is given by


Hi =



H di − di−1

.
π di + di−1

di − di−1
2

Since each sensor node has the same probability to transmit the data, and the average number of sensor nodes in a
coalition in the ith ring is ni = δ(di − di−1 )2 , the average energy consumption of one sensor node in the ith ring is given
by


Ei
H

 ei intra + ei inter .
=
ni
δπ di2 − di2−1



Next, we consider the energy consumption for intercoalition communications. Denote the coordinates of the
CH as (0, (di + di−1 )/2) and the sink as (0,0). The sensor
nodes within the coalition are uniformly deployed in the
area {(x, y) : x ∈ (−li /2, li /2], y ∈ (di−1 , di ]}, where li =
di − di−1 . We approximate the position of the next-hop CH
as (0, (di−1 + di−2 )/2) (which actually leads the lower bound
of the distance). Note that for i = 1, the next hop reaches
the sink. Then, the average path loss for the inter-coalition
communications is given by
⎧ l /2  d
i
i
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
−li /2 di−1
⎪
⎪
⎨
β
 li /2  di
yi = ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
−li /2 di−1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

β/2
1 2
x + y 2 dx d y,
li2





(34)

d0 ≤ d1 ≤ · · · ≤ dK .

s.t.

By introducing auxiliary variables t ≥ Ei /ni and s ≤ Ei /ni ,
the optimization problem (34) can be transformed into the
following equivalent form:
P2 :

t−s

min

{d1 ,...,dK }

Ei
≤ t, i = 1, 2, . . . , K,
ni
Ei
≥ s, i = 1, 2, . . . , K,
ni
d0 ≤ d1 ≤ · · · ≤ dK .

s.t.

So the total energy consumption for the intra-coalition communications is given by
(29)



E
E
P1 :  min  max i − min i
i
i
n
ni
i
d1 ,...,dK

(28)

Ei intra = Hi · ei intra .

(35)

Clearly, this problem in general involves nonlinear optimization. In light of this, we turn to numerical methods to
find the optimal solution. In particular, we use the nonlinear
optimization solver KNITRO [34] which implements algorithms of both the interior (or barrier) type and the active-set
type, and using trust regions to promote convergence [35].
We will elaborate further on this in Section 4.3.
For the sake of comparison, we also study the case that
considers the energy balancing across CHs only. In this case,
because the CHs always transmit the data, there is no energy
consumption for intra-coalition communications. Then the
energy consumption of a CH in the ith ring is given by




H di − di−1 
β
 γinter yi .
E i= 
π di + di−1


for i = 1,

(33)

Then energy balancing boils down to the following optimization problem:

α

.




H di − di−1 
 ei intra + ei inter .
= 
π di + di−1

(32)

(27)

After the CH receives the data, it broadcasts within the
coalition. Approximating the transmission distance as xi =
(di − di−1 )/2, we have that the required transmit energy per
bit is
ei intra = γintra

(31)

The total energy consumption of a coalition in the ith ring is
given by

4.2. Optimal coalition planning



Ei inter = Hi · ei inter .

(25)

(36)

Accordingly, the energy balancing problem can be formulated as following:

2 β/2

1 2
d +d
x + y − i−1 i−2
dx d y,
2
li2
for i = 2, . . . , K.

P3 :
(30)







min

max E  i − min E  i

s.t.

d0 ≤ d1 ≤ · · · ≤ dK .

{d1 ,...,dK }

i

i



(37)
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Table 2: Numerical parameters.

4.2.2. The Type II network model
In the Type II model, all the sensor nodes in the area generate
information of H0 bits. In each coalition, the CH receives the
data from the coalition members and from outside rings. The
CH carries out the aggregation for data from its own coalition and combine them with the relaying traﬃc. Let η denote
the compression ratio. Then, the compressed data from its
own coalition is given by


2

Hi own = ηδ di − di−1 H0 ,

(38)

and the relaying data received by a CH in the ith ring is given
by






ηδπ D2 − di2 di − di−1 H0


Hi relay =
.
π di + di−1

(39)

Thus the total information bits to be sent by a coalition in
the ith ring is given by






ηδπ D2 − di2−1 di − di−1 H0


Hi =
.
π di + di−1

(40)

Accordingly, the intra-coalition energy consumption is given
by




Ei intra = ni H0 + Hi ei intra ,

(41)

where ei intra is given by (28), and the inter-coalition energy
consumption is given by
Ei inter = Hi · ei inter ,

(42)

where ei inter is given by (23), (24), and (25) for the three
coalition-aided data transmission schemes, respectively. The
total energy consumption of a coalition in the ith ring is
given by




Ei = ni H0 · ei intra + Hi ei intra + ei inter ,

(43)

and the average energy consumption of one sensor node in
the ith ring is given by





ηδH0 D2 − di2−1 
Ei
= H0 · ei intra +
ei intra + ei inter .
2
2
ni
di − di−1

(44)

Then, the energy balancing problem can be formulated the
same as P1.
We also present the problem which considers the energy
balancing across CHs only for the sake of comparison. The
energy consumption of a CH in the ith ring is given by






ηδH0 π D2 − di2 di − di−1
β


γinter yi ,
E i=
π di + di−1


(45)

and the energy balancing problem across CHs can be formulated the same as P3.

K
d0
D
H0
H
α
β
γ
η
δ

4.3.

5
10
200
2000
5M
2
4
10−15
0.5
0.02

Number of rings
X(0) = d0
X(K) = D
Information bits at each node
Total information bits for Type I network
Path loss factor for intracoalition communications
Path loss factor for intercoalition communications
Received energy threshold
Data compress ratio
Sensor node density

Numerical examples

In this section, we illustrate by numerical examples the
performance of the proposed schemes, and compare them
with the one considering energy balancing across CHs only.
We characterize the solutions to the nonlinear optimization
problems in Section 4.2. To solve the nonlinear optimization
problems, we use the solver KNITRO [34] with the AMPL
[36] interface. KNITRO is a powerful solver for nonlinear
optimization problems, by implementing novel and state-ofthe-art algorithms of both the interior (or barrier) type and
the active-set type, and using trust regions to promote convergence [35]. AMPL is a comprehensive and powerful algebraic modeling language for linear and nonlinear optimization problems, in discrete or continuous variables. We convert our problems into the AMPL format and get the numerical results from the KNITRO solver. The parameters of our
problem are summarized in Table 2.
First, we examine the coalition size profile in the network.
Using the analytical solution, we show in Figure 7 the coalition sizes of diﬀerent rings of the three transmission schemes
for the Type I network model, as well as the one considering
the energy balancing across CHs only (numerical studies can
be carried out for the Type II network model similarly). It
can be seen that the coalition size profiles of these schemes
are very diﬀerent. In particular, for the scheme considering
CHs only and the random selection scheme, the coalition
size becomes larger for coalitions farther away from the sink,
while for the schemes with multiuser diversity or cooperative diversity, the middle coalitions have larger coalition sizes.
This is because that the communication distance is the dominant factor for the scheme considering CH only and the random selection scheme, whereas the number of sensors becomes an important factor aﬀecting energy consumption for
the schemes with multiuser diversity or cooperative diversity.
In summary, the optimal coalition structure depends on the
specific data transmission scheme and therefore should be
designed carefully to achieve energy balancing across nodes.
Then, we examine the energy consumption among all
these schemes. The analytical results for energy consumption are shown in Table 3. From Table 3 it can seen that the
coalition-based schemes reduce the burden of the CHs a lot
and hence help to prolong the life time significantly. Note
that for each of the coalition aided transmission schemes, the
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Figure 7: The coalition sizes.
Table 3: The energy consumption of all the schemes.
CHs only
521.08 μJ

Random selection
18.22 μJ

Multiuser
5.54 μJ

Cooperative
0.87 μJ

result in Table 3 denotes the energy consumption of one sensor node, while for the scheme considering CHs only it denotes the energy consumption of a CH.
The analysis above is based on certain simplified assumptions (e.g., square coalitions, lower-bounded next-hop distance, etc.). To corroborate our analytical studies, we conduct simulations in a more “realistic” setting, where the sensor nodes are randomly placed in the area A. The distances
between the sink and the CHs of diﬀerent rings are based
on the analytical results obtained. Each sensor node joins the
closest CH according to its location. The average energy consumption of one sensor node in diﬀerent rings are shown
in Figure 8. It can be seen that energy balancing across the
sensor nodes can be achieved for all the coalition-aided data
transmission schemes, and that scheme 3 has the best energy
saving performance among the three schemes.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

We take a cross-layer optimization approach to study energy eﬃcient data transport in coalition-based wireless sensor networks, where neighboring nodes are organized into
groups to form coalitions and data aggregation and cooperative communications can be carried out within one coalition. The interplay among data aggregation, medium access
control, cooperative communication, and coalition planning
are exploited. In particular, we investigate two network models, that is, many-to-one sensor networks and multihop sensor networks. In a many-to-one sensor network, data from
one coalition are transmitted to the sink directly. We propose three schemes for data transmission from a coalition

3
4
The number of rings (K = 5)

5

Figure 8: Energy balancing across coalitions.

to the sink. In scheme 1, one node in the coalition is selected randomly by the CH to transmit the data, so that each
node within the coalition consumes energy in the same pace.
In scheme 2, the sensor node with the best channel condition transmits the data, yielding multiuser diversity gain. In
scheme 3, all the sensors within the coalition transmit as a
virtual antenna array, so the cooperative diversity gain could
be achieved.
Building on the coalition-aided data transmission
schemes for one hop, we study energy balancing across sensor nodes in multihop networks, where data are relayed by
intermediate coalitions to reach the sink. Optimal coalition
planning is carried out, in the sense that unequal coalition
sizes are applied to minimize the diﬀerence of energy consumption among sensor nodes. In particular, we investigate
multihop networks with two diﬀerent traﬃc patterns. In a
Type I network, only part of the sensor nodes have data to
transmit and others serve as relays; and in a Type II network,
all sensor nodes have data to transmit. Numerical analysis
shows that energy eﬃciency can be improved significantly by
the coalition-aided transmission schemes, and that energy
balancing across the sensor nodes can be achieved with the
proposed coalition structures.
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